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Families, 

First, we want to thank you for all your support and understanding during this unprecedented 

time. We are working diligently to provide materials and resources for you to reference to keep 

the learning occurring at home and will continually add resources to this page. Please note that 

the resources in these packets do not replace in-class learning but provide optional 

opportunities for students and families to participate in at home.  When looking at the 

resources, please feel free to look at all grade levels to find the best fit for your child.  

We encourage you to visit our website (www.puyallup.k12.wa.us) often for general education 

and any changes that may occur. 

Family Activities: 

Although the activities attached are content specific, we have also added some fun ways to 

engage the whole family. 

• Set aside a family reading time. You can read to self, read to someone else including 

family pets (real or stuffed), or listen to reading.  

• Create family stories.  Have one person start by sharing one or two sentences and then 

have each family member add to the story. You can extend this by having someone 

write down the story and have a record of your family story! 

• Complete daily journaling sharing what went well for the day, activities completed, and 

what you hope to do in the future. 

• Discuss what it means to Show Respect, Solve Problems, and Make Good Decisions 

o Every building in the Puyallup School District has these three expectations as a 

foundation. Discuss what it looks like and sounds like when at home, at school or 

in the community, and online. 

• Infuse math in everyday activities.  Ideas may include: 

o Involving the entire family in preparing meals. You can discuss fractions, 

measuring, shapes, volume, and more. 

o Go on a shape hunt around the house. Play “I Spy” with shapes, both 2D and 3D.  

o Younger students can sort socks, find patterns in windows 

o Older students can work on a budget for the family for groceries or other 

expenses 

• Visit the District’s website and click on CLEVER.  There are several District approved apps 

that can support all concepts, align with our curriculum, support content, and provide 

interactive activities for all grade levels. 

The above information is just a quick list of some ideas, but we know families are the first and 

most important teachers of children.  Our number one priority at this time is to support the 

health and safety of all our students, families, staff, and community. 

http://www.puyallup.k12.wa.us/
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About Tips for Supporting Reading Skills at Home

These tips help parents and caregivers carry out the recom-
mended practices described in the Institute of Education Sciences 
Educator’s practice guide, Foundational Skills to Support Reading 
for Understanding in Kindergarten Through 3rd Grade. Each tip 
highlights evidence-based practices from classroom settings that 
could also help parents or caregivers develop their children’s  
reading at home. A panel of experts developed the practice 
guide. The authors of the practice guide are Barbara Foorman, 
Nicholas Beyler, Kelley Borradaile, Michael Coyne, Carolyn  
Denton, Joseph Dimino, Joshua Furgeson, Lynda Hayes,  
Juliette Henke, Laura Justice, Betsy Keating, Warnick Lewis,  
Samina Sattar, Andrei Streke, Richard Wagner, and Sarah Wissel.

NCEE 2016-4008
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

EDUCATOR’S PRACTICE GUIDE A set of recommendations to address challenges in classrooms and schools

WHAT WORKS CLEARINGHOUSE™

Foundational Skills to Support Reading for Understanding in Kindergarten Through 3rd Grade

About the Evidence for Tips for Supporting Reading Skills at Home 

The evidence supporting the practice guide recommendations comes from studies examining 
interventions in school-based settings; ther efore, although the practices described in the tips 
might be effective in home settings, we did not assess studies of these practices involving 
parents or care givers at home. For more information about the evidence for these practices, 
see the Summary of Evidence for Tips for Supporting Reading Skills at Home.

About the What Works Clearinghouse

The What Works Clearinghouse (WWC) reviews the existing research on programs, products, 
practices, and policies in education. Our goal is to provide educators with the information 
they need to make evidence-based decisions. We focus on the results from high quality 
research to answer the question, What works in education? More information is available at 
https://ies.ed.gov/ncee/wwc/WhatWeDo.

About Practice Guides

The U.S. Department of Education’s Institute of Education Sciences (IES) publishes Practice 
Guides in education to provide educators with the best available evidence and expertise on 
current challenges in education. The WWC develops Practice Guides in conjunction with an 
expert panel, combining the panel’s expertise with the findings of existing rigorous research 
to produce specific recommendations for addressing these challenges.

Practice guides published by IES are available on the WWC website at https://ies.ed.gov/ncee/
wwc/PracticeGuides.

https://ies.ed.gov/ncee/wwc/WhatWeDo
https://ies.ed.gov/ncee/wwc/PracticeGuides
https://ies.ed.gov/ncee/wwc/PracticeGuides


1 Have conversations before, during,  
and after reading together

These activities are typically appropriate for children in kindergarten through third grade.

Having conversations when reading with children helps them develop higher-
level thinking and language skills, such as predicting, problem solving, or 
contrasting. While reading books aloud, ask the child questions and talk about 
the content of the story together before, during, and after reading.

• Use open-ended questions to ask the child to think about the book’s messages and 
what is happening. See the box below for examples of questions to ask children 
when reading different types of books.

• Ask the child to apply the book’s messages to the world around him by connecting 
events to his own life.

• Ask more and more complex questions, so the child continues to build her 
vocabulary and language skills.

• What would happen if you planted  
a tree in the desert? 

• Why do birds fly south for winter?

• Why is it important to recycle?

Example questions for

informational books
that explain facts about the world, 
such as books about animals

 

? • Why did the character do what he did?

• What else could she have done?

• If you were in that story, what would 
you have done?

Example questions for

narrative books
that are about a series of events,  

 whether fictional or nonfictional,
such as stories

What skills will this practice help build? 
Having conversations about what they are reading helps children build vocabulary and develop skills using 
language typically found in school settings. Building their skills to think and connect ideas from many contexts 
allows children to follow more complex language, which they might find in stories, instructions, and descrip-
tions of historical events or nature.
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2  Help children learn how to break sentences  
into words and words into syllables

These activities are typically appropriate for children in kindergarten and first grade.

Before children can identify letter sounds in words or reading, they can learn 
how spoken language can be broken down into smaller pieces.

• Show children that they can break down sentences into words. 
o Practice identifying the words in a sentence by saying a sentence aloud and 

asking the child to count the number of words in that sentence. 
o For instance, have the child count the number of words in the sentence “The boy 

ate two pieces of pizza” and correct any mistakes.
• Talk about how to combine two words to form another word and about how some words 

can be broken into smaller words. The box below shows a conversation about this.

Adult:  Sometimes you can put two words together to form another 
word. For example, if I put straw and berry together, I get 
strawberry. What do you get if you put book and shelf together?

Child:  Bookshelf.

Adult:  That’s right! You can also break some words into smaller words.  
What do you get if you take the cow out of cowboy?

 Child:  Boy?
Adult:  That’s right!

After children can identify words in sentences, they can  
begin to break words into syllables. Here are two  
examples of how to show breaking words into syllables:

1. Place your hand under your chin and  
notice the number of times your chin  
moves down as you say a word slowly.

2. Hold up a finger for each syllable as  
you say a word.

After showing these strategies, have the child practice finding syllables in familiar words.

 

A syllable is a part of a word 
that has one vowel sound. 
One or more letters can be the 
vowel sound, and a consonant 
may or may not come before 
and/or follow it. For example, 
the word “banana” has three 
syllables: ba-nan-a.

What skills will this practice help build?
Learning how to identify words in sentences and syllables within words helps children understand how to 
break down the sounds within spoken language. Identifying parts of speech—such as words and syllables—
will prepare children to learn about smaller sounds tied to specific letters. These are skills that a child can 
practice even before he or she has started reading or identifying letter sounds in words.

What Works Clearinghouse™



3 Help children sound out words smoothly
These activities are typically appropriate for children in kindergarten through third grade.

Sounding out a word involves saying the sound of each letter or letter 
combination one by one until the end of the word, and then saying them all 
together again quickly. Help children sound out words by:

• Showing how to say each letter sound in a word, starting at the left-hand letter and 
moving right, and then joining all the sounds together to form the word.

• Stretching and connecting sounds together as much as possible. The box below 
shows an example of how this might sound.

• Reminding children to check their pronunciation after they connect the sounds 
together. For example: 

o Ask if the word makes sense or if it is a real word. 
o Ask if they know the word that they said after saying the letters all together quickly. 
o If the word is not familiar, ask them to read the word again to make sure they 

joined all the sounds together correctly.

 
 

  

 
 

 

  

  

Sounding out words smoothly helps children remember and combine sounds to 

arrive at the correct word. Here is an example with the word man: 

Adult:  How does this word start?
Child:  /mmmm/

Adult:  Then what’s the next sound?
Child: /aaaaa/

Adult:  And then what sound comes next?
Child:  /nnnnn/

Adult:  What happens when you put them together?
Child:  /mmmmaaaannnn/

Adult:  What is the word?
Child: Man!

What skills will this practice help build?  
Recognizing and manipulating sounds that are part of words and linking those sounds to letters is necessary to 
prepare children to read words and understand what they are reading. Children must be able to identify the indi-
vidual sounds that make up the words they hear in speech, name the letters of the alphabet as they appear in 
print, and identify each letter’s corresponding sound(s). When children know a few consonant and vowel sounds 
and their corresponding letters, they can start to sound out and blend those letters into simple words.

What Works Clearinghouse™



4 Model reading fluently by practicing  
reading aloud with your child

These activities are typically appropriate for children in kindergarten and first grade.

Having children read aloud daily, both with 
and without feedback, helps them develop 
the skills of reading accuracy, fluency, and 
comprehension.The boxes below show several 
approaches to use when reading aloud together.

Accuracy is the ability to read 
text aloud accurately, but without 
regard to rate.

Fluency is the ability to read  
a passage of text aloud accurately,
at an appropriate rate, and with 
expression.

 

  

When reading aloud with children:

• Model and provide feedback on proper tone, pausing, and which words to emphasize.
• Set a slow, steady pace, slowing down for words that are challenging. Gradually 

increase the pace, moving on to more difficult books. Remind the child that 
reading fluently does not necessarily mean reading quickly.

• Use familiar books. Make sure that the book is appropriate to the child’s reading 
ability. If the book is too difficult, children can develop poor reading habits.

Take turns reading  
continuous passages 

of a book.

Read the same passage  
of a book aloud at 

the same time.

Read a passage of a book  
aloud and then have the child 
read the same passage aloud.

Passage A
Adult

Passage C
Adult

Passage B
Child

 Passage A

Adult

Child

 Passage A
Adult         Child

What skills will this practice help build?  
Reading books daily, both with and without feedback, can begin as soon as children can identify a few words. 
It requires children to identify words quickly, combine ideas in the book with their background knowledge, ask 
themselves questions about their understanding, and apply strategies to help comprehension and fix misunder-
standings. Then, children can connect with a variety of books of different levels and wide-ranging content.

What Works Clearinghouse™



A Kid In A Candy Store

A Kid In A Candy Store
by W.M. Akers

It wasn't the candy he wanted. It was the skateboard. Tommy had been staring at it for weeks, 

every day on his way home from school, admiring it through the window of the skate shop on 

Market Street. It was a longboard-a serious skateboard, not meant for tricks or speed, but 

for long rides down hills, on busy roads, or all the way across town. This was a skateboard 

that could change Tommy's life forever. No longer would his parents have to pick him up after 

school, or at the movies or the mall. The longboard would be able to take him home.

It was ocean blue, with chrome wheels and an elaborate drawing of a rocket ship on the 

underside. Each time he pressed his face against the glass of the skate shop, he felt himself 

fall into that picture, and his dreams of riding the longboard became mixed up with dreams of 

interstellar travel. He wasn't just going to the mall. He was going to Mars, to Alpha Centauri, 

to anywhere in the galaxy he felt like. He was going to conquer the stars.

Or he would have, anyway, if his dad weren't such a cheapskate. There's something about 

fathers that makes it impossible for them to understand skateboards.

ReadWorks.org · © 2013 ReadWorks®, Inc. All rights reserved.



A Kid In A Candy Store

"Dad," Tommy said. "It's the world's finest skateboard. It could change my life forever."

"That's great," said Dad. "I'm all for kids having hobbies. But that's an expensive little toy, and

-"

"It's not a toy!" Tommy felt himself about to lose his temper. If he shouted, he knew he would 

never come close to owning his board. He collected himself. "It's a whole new way of life. 

When you were my age, what was the thing you wanted more than anything else? The thing 

you dreamed about? The thing you promised yourself you would get, no matter what?"

"A Black Shadow."

"A what?"

"A Vincent Black Shadow-the world's finest motorcycle. A more beautiful piece of machinery 

has never been designed."

"So yeah, this board is like the Vincent Black Shadow for the 21st Century. So you see why I 

have to have it."

"You know what my dad told me when I asked for a Black Shadow?"

"What?"

"Nothing. I didn't ask him, because I knew he'd think it was nothing more than an expensive 

toy. I went out, got a job, and started saving."

"Man," said Tommy. "I was afraid you'd say something like that."

"Dads are the worst, aren't they?"

***

Tommy walked up and down Market Street looking for someplace to work. The pizzeria wasn't 

hiring. The coffee shop said he was too young. The comic book store said he didn't have 

enough experience.

"But how can I get experience," Tommy asked, "if nobody will give me a job?!" The comic 

book clerk didn't answer. Tommy composed himself, said thank you, and left. 

The only store with a "HELP WANTED" sign was the one he had been dreading most: 

Orson's Confectionaries. The candy store.
ReadWorks.org · © 2013 ReadWorks®, Inc. All rights reserved.



A Kid In A Candy Store

Whoever thinks that all kids love candy stores has never been to Orson's. It had been in the 

town since the dawn of time, and hadn't been updated much since. A dark, winding dungeon 

of a store, its shelves were filled with jars of weird, sticky gums and sucking candies so hard 

they could crack your teeth. Over all of it stood Mr. Orson, a hard-eyed skeleton of a man 

whose long grey hair and baggy clothes made him look like an out-of-work wizard. 

Tommy didn't know how the confectionary stayed in business. He'd never seen a kid go in or 

out, and he'd never heard anyone talk about buying something there. How could that store 

turn a profit? And why would a store with no customers need an extra employee? Tommy 

didn't want to find out, but the skateboard demanded he try. He pushed on the creaky old 

door, sucked in his breath, and plunged in.

"How may I help you?" said Mr. Orson. He sounded like a snake with a cold. 

"I, uh, uh...I-"

"You're looking for sweets?"

"No, well, uh-"

"Some raspberry rope, perhaps?"

"No thank you. Actually, I-"

"A chocolate lover, are we? Perhaps you'd prefer a chunk of Carlsberg Chew? It's the finest 

dark chocolate made in Germany. It has real hazelnuts inside!"

"That sounds good, but actually-"

"I see," said Mr. Orson, and his eyes went wide. His mouth crinkled up like a dead leaf, and 

Tommy got the impression that he was either about to scream at him, or sneeze. "I 

understand completely now."

"Understand what?"

"You are a boy...with a sour tooth." He reached behind him, to the highest shelf on a rickety 

bookcase, and presented Tommy with a star-shaped, tiny yellow candy. "Try this. A Sunburst 

Express-a sour candy of my own design."

"Yeah?"

ReadWorks.org · © 2013 ReadWorks®, Inc. All rights reserved.



A Kid In A Candy Store

"Free of charge."

Tommy licked his lips. If there was one thing in life he loved more than skateboarding, it was 

sour candy. The grosser the better, he thought. A candy wasn't any good unless it made you 

squeeze your face together, shut your eyes, and want to cry. That's how you knew it was nice 

and sour.

"It's pretty sour?"

"It will make your tongue turn inside out."

Tommy reached for the candy and popped it into his mouth. At first, he tasted nothing. But 

then, as he began to chew, it was like an oil tanker had spilled in his throat. His gums were on 

fire. His tonsils were tap-dancing. And his tongue...his tongue felt like it was about to turn itself 

inside out!

"Oh my goodness!" he gasped. "This is the best candy I ever tasted."

"Why thank you," said Mr. Orson. "Have a sip of Fizzberry Soda. It will ease the sensation. 

Now, you're looking for a job?"

"How did you know?"

"I could just tell. Desperate for a new toy, are you?"

"It's not a toy! It's...well, yes. That's right."

"The Sunburst was a test. I don't want anyone working here who doesn't love sour sweets."

"I love 'em more than anything!" Tommy remembered the skateboard. "Well, practically 

anything."

"Good," said Mr. Orson, as he handed Tommy an apron. "Then you'll be getting your new toy 

very soon indeed."

ReadWorks.org · © 2013 ReadWorks®, Inc. All rights reserved.



A Kid In A Candy Store - Comprehension Questions

Name: ___________________________________ Date: _______________

1. What does Tommy think could change his life forever?

A. a piece of chocolate

B. a comic book store

C. a skateboard

D. a motorcycle

2. A problem in this story is that Tommy wants a skateboard but does not have the 

money to buy one. How does he try to solve this problem?

A. He tries to solve this problem by dreaming about a trip to Mars.

B. He tries to solve this problem by getting a job.

C. He tries to solve this problem by staring through the window of the skate shop.

D. He tries to solve this problem by going to the mall.

3. Tommy stares at the skateboard through the window of the skate shop for weeks. 

After his dad refuses to buy the skateboard for him, Tommy gets a job so that he can 

buy it himself.

What can be concluded from this information?

A. Tommy is serious about getting the skateboard and will work hard to do it.

B. Tommy is heartbroken and has given up all hope of getting the skateboard.

C. If Tommy does not make enough money at his job to buy the skateboard, he will steal 
it.

D. Tommy will lose interest in the skateboard a few weeks after starting his job.

4. What do Tommy and his dad have in common?

A. Both Tommy and his dad think raspberry rope is the best candy in the world.

B. As boys, both wanted a skateboard built for long rides on roads and down hills.

C. As boys, both wanted a motorcycle known as a Vincent Black Shadow

D. As boys, both wanted something that their fathers would not buy for them.

ReadWorks.org · © 2020 ReadWorks®, Inc. All rights reserved.



A Kid In A Candy Store - Comprehension Questions

5. What is a theme of this story?

A. friendship

B. honesty

C. determination

D. giving up

6. Read the following sentences: "How could that store turn a profit? And why would a 

store with no customers need an extra employee? Tommy didn't want to find out, but 

the skateboard demanded he try."

What does the phrase "the skateboard demanded he try" mean?

A. Tommy wanted the skateboard so much that he decided to try.

B. The skateboard spoke to Tommy in a dream and told him to try.

C. Tommy has spent so much time thinking about the skateboard that he is starting to 
imagine things.

D. The skateboard has a recorder and speaker that can play voice messages.

7. Choose the answer that best completes the sentence below.

Tommy wants a skateboard; _______, he wants a longboard.

A. specifically

B. on the other hand

C. before

D. therefore

8. What kind of candy does Mr. Orson give Tommy to try?

ReadWorks.org · © 2020 ReadWorks®, Inc. All rights reserved.



A Kid In A Candy Store - Comprehension Questions

9. Tommy asks how Mr. Orson knew he was looking for a job. What is Mr. Orson's 

reply?

10. How could Mr. Orson tell that Tommy was looking for a job? Support your answer 

with evidence from the passage.

ReadWorks.org · © 2020 ReadWorks®, Inc. All rights reserved.



David Cesar

David Cesar
by ReadWorks

In the morning, it rained. David Cesar looked through his window, but he didn't see the gray 

sky or the stained white buildings or the potholed roads. He did not hear the ocean or the 

children running on the sidewalks. Instead, he tasted wet grass. He smelled sweat. He felt 

mud.

David Cesar was thinking of exactly one thing: the stadium. That afternoon, he and his 

teammates would be playing against the Algerian team. World Cup matches were no joke! 

Coach Ruiz had explained to them all yesterday, for the hundredth time, just how important 

this match was. They had come so far and played strongly as a team, and they were in the 

quarter-finals. Two more wins and they would be in the finals. Finally, the World Cup was 

hosted by Brazil, and there would be a Brazilian team in the finals, too! David Cesar could 

smell his mother's cooking in the kitchen. How proud he would make his mother, and the rest 

of his family, if he and his teammates brought Brazil to victory.

David could still feel the glow and the thrum of the crowds after they'd won the match against 

Croatia. It had caused him to wake up with a smile. But when his eyes opened, the smile went 

away. It was raining. This was going to wreak havoc on the field. The grass would be sticky, 

his cleats would sink into the ground, and that would lead to a lot of falls and stumbles. They 

would have to play a clean, precise game. But would they be able to against the Algerians? 

That team was also strong, with an aggressive offense; they would stop at nothing to bring 

the ball as close to the Brazilian goal as possible.

David Cesar wolfed down his mother's breakfast, kissed her on the cheek in thanks, and left 

to join his teammates and Coach Ruiz at their training ground. The rain had dwindled to a 

drizzle now, but it hadn't yet stopped. David Cesar was worried, but Coach Ruiz seemed 

happy and calm.

ReadWorks.org · © 2014 ReadWorks®, Inc. All rights reserved.



David Cesar

"Listen up, goats," he said to them. He always called them by an animal name when he was 

in a good mood. The soccer players laughed, and David Cesar relaxed his shoulders. If 

Coach wasn't worried, then he wouldn't be either.

"We need to control the midfield. And our defense must be tight. Remember all the formations 

we've practiced. David Cesar, I don't want to see a single Algerian get past you. You're our 

best defense. And they're scared of you. Remember that! Give 'em a look, and when they 

start to back off, you attack that ball! Send it up the field to Ramon and Thunder. Make 

sense?"

"Yes, sir!" everyone chanted.

"And don't worry about this rain. It's only going to help us. We're used to playing in the mud. 

We're used to rain, but the Algerians come from a desert! They're going to be in trouble!" 

Coach Ruiz said, laughing.

The team boarded the bus, and they made their way to the stadium. Once there, they warmed 

up on the field, stretching and kicking practice balls back and forth. David Cesar ran a few 

laps. He felt ready. He knew his parents were watching on the TV at home. Who else was in 

the crowd? David Cesar scanned and noticed a little boy and an old man sitting together, their 

faces painted green and yellow. The boy noticed him, smiled, and waved. David Cesar waved 

back. Cute kid, he thought.

And then they were off! The referee blew his whistle and the game began. Algeria started and 

steadily dribbled the ball toward the Brazilian goal. One of the Algerians tried to strike it past 

Brazil's defense, but David Cesar intercepted the ball and kicked it halfway across the field. 

The crowd cheered. He could feel his heart in his chest and hear thousands of Brazilians 

chanting his name. It felt amazing!

A few minutes later, the ball was back in David Cesar's zone. He nimbly dribbled it away from 

the Algerians and kicked it as hard as he could. It went past the boundaries and landed in the 

hands of the little boy.

"I caught it, Grandpa!" the boy said to the old man, who smiled and waved. "Here you go, 

David Cesar," the boy said, and threw it back into the stadium.

"Thanks, kid!" David Cesar called back.

Sitting with Grandpa, Emilio couldn't believe it. "I just talked to David Cesar!" he said. "It's a 

dream come true!"
ReadWorks.org · © 2014 ReadWorks®, Inc. All rights reserved.



David Cesar - Comprehension Questions

Name: ___________________________________ Date: _______________

1. What is David Cesar thinking of at the beginning of the story?

2. What motivates David Cesar to bring Brazil to victory in the finals?

3. The rain will make the soccer match more challenging. What evidence from the story 

supports this conclusion?

4. How does David Cesar initially feel about playing in the rain?

ReadWorks.org · © 2020 ReadWorks®, Inc. All rights reserved.



David Cesar - Comprehension Questions

5. What is this story mostly about?

6. Read the sentences and answer the question.

"They would have to play a clean, precise game. But would they be able to against the 

Algerians? That team was also strong, with an aggressive offense; they would stop at 

nothing to bring the ball as close to the Brazilian goal as possible."

What does the word "aggressive" mean as used in this text? 

7. What word or phrase best completes the sentence? 

Coach Ruiz seemed happy and calm. _____, David Cesar decided not to worry. 

ReadWorks.org · © 2020 ReadWorks®, Inc. All rights reserved.



David Cesar - Comprehension Questions

8. How does David Cesar feel after warming up at the stadium?

9. Contrast David Cesar's confidence in winning the game when he realizes it is raining 

with his confidence in winning the game after practice. Use evidence from the story to 

support your answer. 

10. Explain what causes the change in David Cesar's confidence in his team's chances 

of winning the match. Use evidence from the story to support your answer. 

ReadWorks.org · © 2020 ReadWorks®, Inc. All rights reserved.



Partial Eclipse

Partial Eclipse
by Alizah Salario

Marcus tilted the telescope toward the sky. He was excited to watch the sun. He remembered 

that it is dangerous to look at the sun with the naked eye because it can damage unprotected 

eyes. So he placed a special glass filter on the front end of the telescope that would protect 

his eyes from the sun's rays. Then he carefully looked through the eyepiece and adjusted the 

focus so that the sun was smack in the middle of the lens. The first solar eclipse in years was 

about to darken the skies of Bloomfield, in the middle of a sunny Saturday afternoon, and 

Marcus wasn't going to miss it for the world.

He'd firmly planted the telescope tripod in the earth a few yards from the edge of the baseball 

diamond, not far from where his high school's junior varsity team was warming up for a game. 

Technically he was in the outfield, but the grass became wet and mushy further out in the 

park. Severe thunderstorms had nearly flooded every basement in town that week, but 

thankfully the sun came out again on the day of the eclipse.

A few geese had migrated from a nearby pond and squatted at the edge of the field. They 

flapped restlessly. Marcus knew animals had a sixth sense about nature's movements and 

wondered whether the geese were aware the sun would soon be stamped out from the sky.

ReadWorks.org · © 2013 ReadWorks®, Inc. All rights reserved.



Partial Eclipse

As the JV players tossed pitches back and forth and practiced sliding into first base, Marcus 

did his best to ignore them. Yet he couldn't help but watch as they torqued their pitching arms 

back and let the balls go whizzing forth, then land softly in the cushion of a catcher's mitt. So 

what if he hadn't made the baseball team? Anyone could swing a bat, but not everyone could 

stare at the heavens and decipher the movement of planets. Thanks to his geometry teacher, 

Marcus finally felt like he was better at something than everyone else.

He thought back to Thursday's geometry class, when Mr. Baker had turned the lesson into an 

impromptu astronomy lecture. He'd even brought in an old telescope and was explaining the 

power of its usage.

"Eclipses are all about parabolas and angles," he'd explained. Half the class yawned as Mr. 

Baker waxed on about the elliptical shape of Earth's orbit and the penumbra and umbra-

concentric circles of dark shadows created by an eclipse. Even though they'd had an official 

astronomy unit in fifth grade, by high school, most of his peers couldn't even recall what a 

solar eclipse was. That's when Marcus got annoyed. He raised his hand but spoke without 

being called on.

"Don't you remember? It's when the moon passes between the sun and Earth. So the moon 

blocks the sun, which means that light can't get to Earth, so a certain area of the earth will get 

dark as night in the middle of the day. Well, in this case only semi-dark. It's a partial eclipse," 

he said knowingly.

Taylor, the girl sitting in front of him, turned around and gave him a dirty look.

"What's your problem?" he whispered to her under his breath. He didn't know why he said it. 

He was secretly glad she even looked at him.

Marcus didn't understand why people seemed to find him annoying because he was smart. 

He wasn't trying to show off or anything. He was genuinely interested in learning just about 

everything, which was why he'd spend his lunch period talking to Mr. Baker.

"I'm glad at least one of my students takes an interest in the finer points of geometry-no pun 

intended," said Mr. Baker. "Marcus, if you promise to be careful, I'll let you borrow the 

telescope this weekend. I'll also lend you a special glass filter so that you can look at the sun 

safely. An eclipse is an incredible sight with this level of magnification."

For once, Marcus didn't have anything to say-besides thank you. He nodded heartily and 

watched as Mr. Baker pulled the tripod out from behind his desk. Even though there was a 
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box for the telescope, Marcus wrapped the delicate instrument in his hooded sweatshirt and 

held it protectively to his chest. He felt like he was harboring an important secret.

When he walked out of the classroom, Taylor was standing by the lockers, staring off into 

space. Her music was playing so loudly that he could hear it pulsing from her ear buds.

"What's in your sweatshirt?" she asked suspiciously, as she took out her headphones.

Marcus felt his cheeks grow warm. He probably did look ridiculous, cradling a telescope like a 

newborn.

"It's nothing. Just something that Mr. Baker let me take home."

"It's not that telescope, is it?" she asked.

Marcus nodded meekly.

"That's cool," she said. "But you know there's a smartphone app that calculates the 

circumference of both solar and lunar eclipses, right?"

"No," thought Marcus. He didn't know. He didn't have a smartphone.

"Who cares?" he told Taylor. His words came out harsher than he'd intended. Taylor put her 

ear buds back in her ears.

"I'm going to ignore you now," she said matter-of-factly.

Marcus thought back to the moment by the lockers as he stood in the field and began the five-

minute-countdown until the eclipse. He wished, for a moment, that Taylor was there with him. 

An eclipse seemed so momentous, so awe-inspiring, it seemed a shame not to have anyone 

to share the experience with. No one else seemed to think it was anything more than a 

distraction. He glanced at the bleachers filling with parents and younger siblings, fans and 

groupies, all bubbling with anticipation for the big game. Marcus pushed the thought out of his 

head and checked the time on his boring old phone. Two minutes left.

"Attention in the outfield!" Coach Bernardi's booming voice echoed through a loudspeaker, 

and jolted Marcus out of his reverie.

Bernardi was waving his arms wildly above his head, trying to get his team members to pay 

attention.
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"Due to a solar eclipse, the game will be delayed approximately 30 minutes. I repeat: the JV 

baseball game will be delayed 30 minutes due to a solar eclipse."

The team stopped for moment, collectively shrugged, and then returned to whatever they'd 

been doing before.

Marcus was so distracted he hardly realized the eclipse had begun. He snapped back to the 

filtered telescope to watch the moon inch its way in front of the sun, making the sun look like a 

crescent.

As soon as he looked at the sky up-close through the telescope, the world around him went 

quiet. The moon crept on, covering a quarter and then nearly half of the sun. In mere minutes, 

the sky darkened. The sudden change felt odd and eerie, like a celestial power was using a 

remote control to shift the moon across the sky. But Marcus wasn't scared. He felt excitement 

surge through him, right down to his toes. "This is what I've been waiting for," he thought.

Marcus hardly blinked. He felt instantly transported high up into the heavens, floating across 

the clouds. The remaining crescent of sun was blazing while the moon seemed to be moving 

faster and faster. Then the darkness of the moon appeared closer and closer. Closer and 

closer until Marcus realized he was no longer looking at the moon, but something else fast-

moving and round. He heard a startling crack. The telescope jolted and the eyepiece pressed 

hard against his socket. Marcus fell backwards onto his behind.

It was over before he realized what had happened. Marcus scrambled to his feet and held 

tightly to the tripod. When he looked through the eyepiece again, he only saw jagged shards. 

The lens was broken. Marcus began combing through the grass, searching frantically for 

whatever pieces of glass he could recover. That's when he came across the baseball.

"How could you do this to me?" he yelled at no one in particular. He grabbed the baseball and 

slammed it into the earth. What idiot had thrown a baseball at him? Then he picked up the 

ball again and headed toward the diamond. By that point, Marcus had all but forgotten about 

the eclipse.

His stomach lurched as he thought about telling Mr. Baker what had happened. Sure, it wasn't 

his fault, but he had positioned the telescope just so. He'd set up in a baseball field and been 

so focused he failed to notice an object heading toward him, even as he looked right at it. He 

should've been quicker, faster, and better. But he wasn't skilled enough to make the team, 

and he certainly wasn't fast enough to avoid the assault.
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As Marcus stepped onto the baseball field, he realized he was the only one moving. Fans and 

players all stood still as statues. They were crowding around another filtered telescope that a 

parent brought to watch the eclipse. Each person was trying to get a chance to look through 

the telescope. There was still a sliver of sunshine remaining, but to Marcus, the moment felt 

like the depths of night.

Marcus squeezed the baseball in his hand and lifted it above his shoulder. It didn't matter 

whom he threw it at. He just needed a target, someone who-

"Hey man, you okay?" Marcus hardly noticed the first baseman jogging toward him. "Did I do 

that? Did we?" he asked, looking at the telescope by Marcus. "Bummer."

"Well, I certainly didn't do it myself," said Marcus.

"It...uh...was an accident. I guess we kind of weren't paying enough attention, with the 

eclipse happening and all. It's pretty awesome, isn't it?"

With that, they both joined the crowd, wanting their own chance to see the eclipse. Marcus 

softened. He was tired of getting wrapped up in petty problems when there were plenty of 

things in life that were far more important. He knew accidents happened. So much was 

beyond his control.

"Yeah," he said to the first baseman. "The eclipse is unbelievable."

As the moon blanketed the sun, Marcus's chance came up to look through the telescope, but 

he let the first baseman look through it first. And then, minutes later, everyone looked on as 

the moon moved past, letting the Saturday afternoon sun shine bright, once again.
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Partial Eclipse - Comprehension Questions

Name: ___________________________________ Date: _______________

1. According to the passage, what is a solar eclipse?

A. A solar eclipse is when the moon passes between the sun and the earth, blocking the 
light of the sun.

B. A solar eclipse is when the sun is focused in the middle of a telescope's lens.

C. A solar eclipse is when severe thunderstorms cause the sun to be hidden for several 
days at a time.

D. A solar eclipse is when an object such as the sun or moon appears larger because it 
is viewed through a telescope.

2. What is the climax of the action in this story?

A. Taylor tells Marcus about a smartphone app that calculates the circumference of 
eclipses.

B. A baseball hits the telescope Marcus is using to watch the solar eclipse.

C. Mr. Baker offers to let Marcus borrow his telescope to watch the eclipse.

D. The baseball game is delayed for 30 minutes because of the solar eclipse. 

3. During a solar eclipse, the moon prevents sunlight from getting to earth.

What evidence from the passage supports this statement?

A. "The moon crept on, covering a quarter and then nearly half of the sun. In mere 
minutes, the sky darkened."

B. "Marcus didn't understand why people seemed to find him annoying because he was 
smart."

C. "Marcus thought back to the moment by the lockers as he stood in the field and began 
the five-minute-countdown until the eclipse."

D. "He carefully looked through the eyepiece and adjusted the focus so that the sun was 
smack in the middle of the lens."

4. How do Marcus's feelings change after the first baseman comes over and talks to 

him?

A. His feelings change from happiness to disappointment.

B. His feelings change from confidence to confusion.

C. His feelings change from anger to acceptance. 

D. His feelings change from curiosity to fear.
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5. What is a theme of this story?

A. Using a smartphone app to calculate the circumference of an eclipse is more fun than 
watching an eclipse through a telescope.

B. Some things in life are more important than others, and it is not worth getting upset 
over the little things. 

C. Playing baseball is more important than being good at geometry.

D. Telescopes can teach people a lot about the movement of the moon.

6. Read the following sentences: "'So the moon blocks the sun, which means that light 

can't get to Earth, so a certain area of the earth will get dark as night in the middle of 

the day. Well, in this case only semi-dark. It's a partial eclipse,' he said knowingly."

What does the word partial mean in the sentence above?

A. long-lasting

B. bright green

C. dangerous

D. not complete

7. Choose the answer that best completes the sentence below.

Marcus shows an interest in astronomy; _______, Mr. Baker lets him borrow his 

telescope to watch the eclipse.

A. therefore

B. previously

C. in contrast

D. especially

8. What happens to Mr. Baker's telescope after the baseball hits it?

9. After the first baseman comes over, Marcus softens. The author writes that Marcus 
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"was tired of getting wrapped up in petty problems when there were plenty of things in 

life that were far more important." Give an example of a petty, or unimportant, problem 

in Marcus's life and explain what makes it petty, using evidence from the story.

10. Reread the quotation in the question above. Give an example of something in 

Marcus's life that is "far more important" than a petty problem. Explain what makes it 

important, using evidence from the story.
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Place in Space

The capsule began to vibrate. Eva tried to distract herself. She studied the panel in front of 

her-with its red-lit numbers and many gauges. She looked out the window, taking her last 

peek at Earth. On her left sat her mother, who, like her, was wearing a pillowy-looking space 

suit. On her right was her brother, and to his right, their father. The newspapers had called 

them "pioneers," but Eva felt more like a guinea pig.

The noise was almost unbearable as the ship lifted off. In just minutes, Earth was far below 

them as they sped toward deep space. She had expected it to be dark, like night. But space 

was brightly lit. It reminded her of a birthday cake, with stars flickering like candles. 

She remembered their house. It was like all the other houses in the neighborhood. She 

remembered the day that the dome was placed over her sector of town. The grownups had 

said that the dome would protect them. That was just four years ago. Now she and her family 

were headed to a space station, thousands of miles away from the world she knew. The 

grownups said that this would be safe, but she didn't really believe them anymore. 

Her mother and her brother had both been excited when the family was chosen to migrate. 

She was more like her father; she liked things to stay the way they had always been. She 

didn't want to be part of this great experiment. As she took her last look down at Earth, she 

understood for the first time that her planet really was a small place. Space was huge. She 

was determined to find her place in it.
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Place in Space - Predicting Questions

Name: ___________________________________ Date: _______________

1. Why is it going to matter in the story that space is brightly lit?

A. An explosion might force the ship out of orbit.

B. Eva will be able to see what's happening.

C. They are getting too close to the heat of the sun.

D. It might all of a sudden become pitch-black.

2. It is implied that where they're going might 

A. be safer than anywhere they've ever lived.

B. have its own problems.

C. be over-crowded like earth.

D. be another space vehicle.

3. Eva's character is shown by the fact that she 

A. is impatient to get to a new place.

B. is glad to have been chosen for the experiment.

C. is courageous in the face of uncertainty.

D. grimly accepts her fate.

4. If life at the new space station turns out to be similar to life on Earth, the family 

member(s) who might be most happy about that is/are

A. Eva's mother and brother.

B. Eva's father and brother.

C. Eva's mother only.

D. Eva and her father.
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5. What do you think could have happened to Earth to force some of the population to 

migrate off the planet?
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The Boy Who Cried Wolf

The shepherd boy watched the flock of sheep by day and slept with them at night. His only 

relief came at dinner time, when his master's wife came by with his dinner wrapped in a cloth.  

The shepherd boy was tired of working all the time. It wasn't really difficult work, but it was 

tedious. His job was to watch the sheep, and, if one strayed, to guide it back to the flock. He 

also had to be on the lookout for wolves and ready to run for help if one approached. 

The boy was lonely and bored. One afternoon, he had an idea that he hoped would put an 

end to his loneliness. He ran into the village and yelled, "Wolf! Wolf!" The townspeople ran 

with him to the field. They spent hours looking for the beast, behind briers and rock, but there 

was no wolf. The boy had enjoyed having all the people with him and was sad to see them 

return to town. 

A week later, he was again feeling bored and lonely. He ran into the village and yelled, "Wolf! 

Wolf!" Again, the people followed him back to the field. Again, there was no wolf. The mayor 

yelled at him. "Don't you come into town again with your tales. The people are too busy for 

your games!" It seemed to the boy that he would never have visitors again. 

The next week, he sat watching his sheep. Suddenly a wolf ran out from the forest. It headed 

straight for his flock. He ran as fast as he could into town. "Wolf! Wolf!" he screamed. But no 

one came. "There really is a wolf! Please help me!" he pleaded. But the people turned their 

backs to him. 

Moral: Once you lie, people won't believe you when you tell the truth.
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The Boy Who Cried Wolf - Plot Questions

Name: ___________________________________ Date: _______________

1. Which of the following was the rising action in this story?

A. the boy slept with the sheep at night.

B. the boy lied to the townspeople.

C. the boy looked for wolves.

D. the boy ate the dinner that was brought to him.

2. This fable takes place

A. in an urban setting.

B. in a suburban setting.

C. in a rural setting.

D. in the desert.

3. The boy's job contributed to the problem because

A. the boy lost a sheep.

B. there was a wolf near the sheep.

C. he had to work alone day and night.

D. the boy was hungry and tired.

4. The boy can be described as

A. mean.

B. kind.

C. lonely.

D. silly.

5. At the end of the story, the boy has lost the trust of the townspeople. How can the boy 

solve this problem and gain the trust of the townspeople again?
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The Canadian Beaver
by ReadWorks

The town of Tadoussac, in northern Quebec, Canada, lies between mountains and the 

shoreline. It's located just where the Saguenay Fjord runs into the St. Lawrence River. A fjord 

is a small arm of the sea in the middle of high rocks or cliffs.

Every year, from the month of May, when the cold has passed, until October, hundreds of 

thousands of tourists visit Tadoussac to go whale watching. They pile into kayaks and small 

motorboats and search for hours in the hopes of glimpsing a gigantic tail or fin. The waters 

around the small town are full of them; baleen whales gather to eat the krill, small shrimplike 

things that live here in abundance. Tadoussac's water conditions make it the perfect meeting 

place for these enormous animals.

Those visitors who choose to stay on land, however, might meet a different, furrier kind of 

creature. Working away in Tadoussac's forests are Canadian beavers, those broad-tailed 

rodents with the big chomping teeth. The beaver is an important part of Canadian culture. It 

even appears on the face of the country's nickels!

The Maison Majorique, a little house with a red roof that is Tadoussac's only youth hostel, 
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offers free beaver-watching tours that leave from its reception area every day at 5 p.m. In the 

late afternoon, the web-footed animals wake up and begin to work through the night. For 

more than 20 years, the tours have been led by the same woodsman, an older man named 

Coco. With a head of wild white hair and a matching beard, Coco knows the wetlands around 

the hostel as though they were his home.

"I prefer the forest to the sea," he says, explaining why he would rather take tourists into the 

woods than bring them out on the water to see the whales. Coco's beaver-watching tours 

begin at L'Anse-à-l'Eau, a quiet lake surrounded by dark green fir trees. Also encircling the 

lake are five different beaver homes, each one made of piled logs. The walk all the way 

around the lake takes about two hours with stops. Alone, Coco hikes the trail in just 45 

minutes.

The path winds its way around fallen trees and every so often comes out at a rocky lookout 

over the lake. From there, you are likely to spot a beaver parent or pup-usually just a 

smudge of brown fuzz and a wide, scaly tail like the blade of a canoe paddle gliding across 

the water. Sometimes, if you're lucky, you might catch the entire family at work, carrying 

pieces of wood from the forest to their lakeside lodges. They swim back and forth, and haul 

bits of trees that look much too heavy for their small bodies.

"You can get within two meters of a beaver if you conduct yourself properly," Coco says. 

"Don't walk on your heels or your toes," he instructs. "Keep your feet flat on the ground." The 

sound of voices has no effect on the beavers, especially from way up on the path, but the 

vibrations of the ground easily scare them off. It's extremely important to step very lightly.

Normally, Coco doesn't speak much, but he has answers to any and all beaver-related 

questions that participants might pose. Along the trail, he points out abandoned dams and 

teeth marks in logs. Having watched the animals for most of his life, he is familiar with almost 

all of their habits-and there is a lot to learn. Only a single beaver family, for instance, can live 

in one territory, and one territory can contain more than one lake. At the age of two, beavers 

are expelled from their home by their parents and forced to find their own habitat. Beavers 

can stay underwater for as long as 15 minutes. They're nocturnal, and they mate for life.

Though beavers are his favorites, Coco doesn't like to dismiss the massive marine mammals 

that distract from Tadoussac's forests. "The whales bring the people," he says. He only 

wishes that the people would spend some more time away from the sea, exploring the 

wetlands and the lives of the furry, wood-gnawing, dam-building critters that have become his 

friends.
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The Canadian Beaver - Comprehension Questions

Name: ___________________________________ Date: _______________

1. What attracts most tourists to the town of Tadoussac?

A. hiking in the woods

B. observing beavers

C. watching whales

D. meeting Coco

2. What does the author mostly describe in the passage?

A. how beavers build their homes in the wetlands

B. the beaver-watching tours Coco leads

C. why the water conditions in Tadoussac are perfect for whale watching

D. the biodiversity of Tadoussac's forests

3. The author states that "Coco knows the wetlands around the hostel as though they 

were his home." Based on this evidence, what conclusion can be made about Coco?

A. Coco has spent a lot of time in the wetlands.

B. Coco is often alone.

C. Coco must have been born in the wetlands area.

D. Coco prefers spending time by the seaside.

4. How does Coco feel about the people that visit Tadoussac?

A. Coco wishes that people weren't interested in whale watching.

B. Coco wishes that people would become more interested in the beavers.

C. Coco wishes that people left him alone in the woods.

D. Coco wishes that people wouldn't talk so loudly because it scares the beavers.

5. What is this passage mostly about?

A. the beauty of whale watching

B. Tadoussac's weather conditions and unique wildlife

C. Coco's love for the wetlands and the beavers that live in it

D. how beavers build their homes
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6. Read the following sentence: "Every year, from the month of May, when the cold has 

passed, until October, hundreds of thousands of tourists visit Tadoussac to go whale 

watching. They pile into kayaks and small motorboats and search for hours in the hopes 

of glimpsing a gigantic tail or fin."

As used in the passage, what does the word "glimpsing" mean?

A. catching sight of

B. staring at

C. overlooking

D. grabbing hold of

7. Choose the answer that best completes the sentence below.

Vibrations on the ground can scare beavers off, ________ Coco tells people to keep 

their feet flat on the ground and to step lightly.

A. moreover

B. specifically

C. although

D. so

8. In the passage, the author states that the beavers have become Coco's friends. What 

evidence from the passage supports this statement?
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9. What makes Coco different from most of the other individuals involved in tourism in 

Tadoussac?

10. Using evidence from the text, describe Coco's personality. Explain why he must love 

the wetlands so much.
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The Chicken and the Egg
by Aditi Sriram

For her eighth birthday, Kit's parents gave her a large purple box with holes in the top. Was 

there an animal inside the box that needed air to breathe? Was it a baby hamster, like the one 

in Mrs. Bernstein's classroom? She held the box carefully, but it didn't seem heavy enough. 

With her mother's help she cut the ribbon off the top of the box and removed the lid. Inside 

was a scrawny, golden chick!

"What are you going to name it?" Mom asked.

"Is it a boy chick or a girl chick?" Kit asked. 

"We asked at the farm, and they told us it's a girl," Dad said.

Kit thought for a minute. The chick's feathers were yellow and bright, and reminded her of her 

best friend at school. "I'm going to name her Annabelle," she said, "because they have the 

same color hair."

Kit cradled Annabelle in her hands carefully, stroking the chick's soft, fluffy feathers with her 
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fingers. "She's so soft," Kit said to Mom.

"Annabelle is covered with special feathers called down. They keep the chick warm."

Kit watched Annabelle grow week after week. She did not worry about letting Annabelle walk 

all over her hands and arms, because chicks do not have teeth. As Annabelle's little body 

became bigger, she grew larger feathers. She pointed out the new feathers to her father.

"Those are called contour feathers, and the long ones on her sides are flight feathers," Dad 

said.

It was becoming harder to play with Annabelle. She was 12 weeks old now and much faster 

on her feet. Annabelle would dart around the garden when Kit let her out of her coop and peck 

at everything on the ground in front of her. She was always clucking at everyone and would 

dip her head into the grass to grab a worm. Kit would run behind her and try to catch 

Annabelle with her hands, and it would take minutes to finally get ahold of her. Mom would 

watch Kit running around and laugh. Dad would make clucking sounds to distract Annabelle, 

and then Kit would catch her.

When Annabelle was 16 weeks old, Kit's once little chick was now five times as big, a strong, 

healthy hen, with all kinds of beautiful feathers and a much larger beak, and laying eggs. One 

day, a rooster, an adult version of a boy chick, who belonged to Kit's neighbor, went to 

Annabelle's coop. After a few days, Kit saw Annabelle sitting on some eggs. When Annabelle 

moved, she used her beak to turn the eggs around underneath her. Kit understood what was 

going to happen. Annabelle was going to become a mom! Kit made sure Annabelle's water 

and food were nearby, and she was excited.

Annabelle was a lot more patient than Kit. For 21 days she sat on her eggs, covering them 

with her feathers to keep them warm. Finally, Kit heard a crack. She looked closely. Annabelle 

had moved aside, and there was one of her eggs, white and grey, and a tiny, tiny beak poking 

through it. Kit wanted to watch the baby slowly poke its way out of the egg, but it was getting 

very late. Kit went to sleep and returned to watch the baby hatch the next day. By the time it 

came out, it looked very tired and wet. Kit watched Annabelle peck at her baby until the baby 

fell asleep.

Over dinner, Kit told her parents about Annabelle's baby hatching. Mom and Dad explained 

that this was the life cycle of a chicken, starting as a baby that comes out of an egg, growing 

bigger and fluffier, becoming a hen, and then laying eggs. Kit picked at the vegetables on her 

plate-carrots, beans, and cabbage-and wondered, "Do vegetables lay eggs, too?"
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"No, they don't," Mom said, "but it's a good question. We plant seeds in the ground, where 

they stay warm and get water, and when they are ready to germinate, they begin growing out 

of the ground where we can see them, and get bigger and stronger, with more leaves and 

thicker stems, and then they produce fruits and flowers. Plants, like animals, have a life cycle 

that repeats and repeats."

Kit nodded her head. The hamster in her classroom had gotten older and bigger; and now 

that Annabelle was a mother, she was excited to have a new baby chick to play with, all over 

again.
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The Chicken and the Egg - Comprehension Questions

Name: ___________________________________ Date: _______________

1. What do Kit's parents get her for her eighth birthday?

A. a hamster

B. a cat

C. a chick

D. an egg

2. What is the order of events in this story?

A. a hen lays eggs, a chick grows into a hen, a baby chicken hatches from one of the 
eggs

B. a hen lays eggs, a baby chicken hatches from one of the eggs, a chick grows into a 
hen

C. a baby chicken hatches from an egg, a hen lays eggs, a chick grows into a hen

D. a chick grows into a hen, the hen lays eggs, a baby chicken hatches from one of the 
eggs  

3. The life cycles of chickens and vegetables are different.

What evidence from the passage supports this statement?

A. Chickens lay eggs, but vegetables do not.  

B. Plants and animals have life cycles that repeat.

C. Plants get bigger and stronger as they grow.

D. Kit's parents talk to her about chickens and vegetables.

4. Annabelle has special feathers called "down" to keep her warm as a chick. Later on, 

she sits on her eggs to keep them warm.

What does this information from the story suggest?  

A. Kit's parents think it is important for Kit to understand the life cycle of a chicken.

B. Warmth is important to the life cycle of a chicken.

C. Annabelle likes to run around and peck at things when she is out of her coop.     

D. Plants need a lot of water to grow and produce flowers.
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The Chicken and the Egg - Comprehension Questions

5. What is this story mainly about?

A. the life cycle of a chicken being raised by a girl

B. two parents who try to make their daughter happy by giving her a chicken

C. how a plant goes from being a seed in the ground to producing fruits and flowers

D. the differences between the hamster in Kit's classroom and the chicken in her home

6. Read the following sentence: "Annabelle would dart around the garden when Kit let 

her out of her coop and peck at everything on the ground in front of her."

What does the word coop mean?

A. a classroom for young students

B. the inside of a chicken's egg

C. a garden where vegetables and flowers grow

D. the place where a chicken lives

7. Choose the answer that best completes the sentence below.

A chick comes out of an egg _______ it grows into a hen.  

A. after

B. although

C. because

D. before

8. Describe how a plant grows from a seed into a fruit or flower.   
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The Chicken and the Egg - Comprehension Questions

9. Based on the information in the passage, how are the life cycles of plants and 

animals similar?

10. What will likely happen to Annabelle's baby as it grows up? Use evidence from the 

story to explain your answer.
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